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Date: 26th January 2017 

To all Nature Pure QC owners and operators, 

It has recently come to light that a number of UK-based customers were sold a Nature Pure QC system 

that was incorrectly supplied with a scale control water canister (SC2QC) and not the water purification 

canister (RS2QC) that was originally supplied by us, General Ecology Inc, the original equipment 

manufacturer. We thank a handful of loyal customers for bringing this to our attention. We have now 

investigated the issue and have the following statement: 

As per standard policy, the Nature Pure QC system is supplied with the RS2QC canister when used as a 

microbiological water purifier. This canister is marked with part number 420420 (prior to June 2016) and 

420620 (after June 2016) and can be identified by a blue circular cap at the top of the canister.  

The affected units were incorrectly supplied with a scale control canister with a 3-micron particle 
retention rating, which is designed to remove protozoan cysts and aesthetic contaminates (taste and 
odor), such as chlorine. The scale control canister also mitigates the formation of scale deposits in 
downstream appliances. The scale control canister demonstrates an improved flow rate and capacity 
when compared to the RS2QC canister. The scale control canister should only be used where the water 
source is free from microbiological contamination. The SC2QC canister is marked with the part number 
420422 and can be identified by a black circular cap at the top of the canister.  

The following provides a visual distinction between the individual canisters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The affected Nature Pure QC systems were sold by General Ecology Europe Ltd prior to July 2016 and by 
Purewateronline Ltd, an independent distributor, after July 2016. Although the systems were shipped 
from our manufacturing facility with the correct canister, it appears that canisters were changed, without 
our knowledge. We take this situation extremely seriously. Accordingly, we wish to apologize unreservedly 
and we are taking steps to ensure that this situation is corrected. We can confirm that we have now 
terminated our agreement with Purewaternline Ltd; please bear with us whilst we identify alternative UK 
distribution, but in the meantime we wish to assure you that you can contact us directly regarding any 
outstanding and future orders. 
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The Nature Pure QC system, when used in conjunction with the RS2QC canister, provides the most 

effective chemical and electricity-free method of water purification for the RV, Motorhome, and Caravan 

community – for the avoidance of doubt, the units remain safe when used with the correct canister. 

Further, the Nature Pure system, when used with the SC2QC canister on water supplies that are known 

to be microbiologically safe will provide increased flow rate and capacity. It will also remove specific 

chemical contaminants as well as unpleasant tastes and odors and mitigate scale formation.  As a majority 

of users operate in areas with water supplies which are known to be microbiologically safe,   even with 

the scale control canister fitted the product remains safe.  

Irrespective of whether you purchased your unit from GEE or PWOL, we would like to offer all customers 

who purchased units prior to 31st December 2016, a one-time payment of £288.00 and four replacement 

canisters of their choice (either RS2QC or SC2QC), to make up for this inconvenience, to be used, as per 

correct instructions and on the following basis:  

 For maximum protection from microbiological contaminants, we recommend the RS2QC canister. 

 For higher flow rates and greater capacity – but only where microbiological purification is not 

required – we recommend the SC2QC canister. 

When requesting the payment and replacement canisters, please provide the serial number of the 

installed QC system. The serial number can be located on the top of the interface unit, as shown in the 

following photograph: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It would also assist us if you had a copy of your original purchase invoice, or could confirm the month and 

year of purchase, but this is not essential to obtain the goodwill offer set out above. Please contact us 

directly with the information requested to claim your payment and canister choice, or with any questions, 

at info@generalecology.com or +1 844 441 8166 (toll free).  

Again, our sincerest apologies for the confusion.  

Sincerely, 

 

Jon Green 

Vice President – Sales 

General Ecology Inc. 
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